User Manual

1: Prepare RED wine and Opener charged, at First time should recharge 15 hours

2: The fuselage rear

3: Spin 90 degree, Cut foil

4: Removed Foil

5: Bottle opener on the positive bottle

6: Press the DOWN button to pull the plug

7: remove bottle opener

8: press the UP button to Retire the plug

9: take away the plug

10: Opener insert base

11: Test the wine temperature by Wine thermometer

12: Set Into the wine collar

13: Win collar is Align the bottle

14: put into the Pouring decanter

15: Sobering up while Pouring
16: Drink red wine, enjoy it.

17: Remove stopper cover.

18: Sleeve cover.

19: Press the vacuum pumping (A dozen.

20: Wine preservation for 2 weeks.

21: Please clean it after used, and put it back into the leather box.

22: Close the lid.

23: Please don't touch the bottle opener auger by hand.

24: Please don't touch the bottle knife.

25: This product is to prohibit the use of minors.